Structure and function in rhodopsin. Single cysteine substitution mutants in the cytoplasmic interhelical E-F loop region show position-specific effects in transducin activation.
The cytoplasmic interhelical E-F loop in rhodopsin is a part of the region that interacts with the G-protein transducin and rhodopsin kinase during signal transduction. In extending the previous work on systematic single cysteine substitutions of the amino acids in the cytoplasmic C-D loop, we have now replaced, one at a time, the amino acids Q225-I256 in the E-F loop region by cysteines. All the mutants formed the characteristic rhodopsin chromophore with 11-cis-retinal. While most of the mutants bleached normally, L226C, showed abnormal bleaching behavior. A study of the alkylation of the mutants by N-ethylmaleimide in dark showed low reactivity by some mutants, especially L226C. The rates of transducin activation (GT(alpha)-GTP gamma S complex formation) were measured for all the mutants. While these were normal for the bulk of the mutants, some (L226C, T229C, V230C, A233C, A234C, T242C, T243C, and Q244C) showed strikingly reduced transducin activation. The results suggest a specific structure in the E-F loop that interacts with transducin.